
STAKE TO EARN ✣ PLAY TO EARN

✣ NFT GAME  ✣
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attractive properties. With KryptoliteSwap, cryptocurrency holders

can benefit from passive income without the demands of active

portfolio management, whilst active DeFi portfolio managers can

trustlessly trade on behalf of users and generate profits without

friction or high transaction fees.

Kryptolite allows users to tap into and utilize the full potential of

DeFi. KRYPTOLITE's intention is to be adopted for use as a proof

of stake(PoS) token which allows our community to get reasonable

returns.

Rooting from the worldwide COVID 19 Pandemic, we build a 

fantasy world where zombies represent disease and the dogs 

play our role to fight. You will experience the best NFT game 

ever with impressive and outstanding design. A series of 

exciting challenges and tasks you will face everyday. Moreover, 

the better you play, the more you earn. The story and adventure 

of the dogs shall make your mouth be wider and wider every 

minute.

We develop a blockchain by the genius developer, graphic 

designer, artist to bring you the new perception on NFT Game.

Meet Palma Doge and his teammate. Discover and live in Palma 

Land. Earn as much money as you can with the Play - To - Earn, 

Stake - To - Earn mechanism. Excitingly, you will contribute to 

your communities.

PALMA DOGE
NEW ERA - NEW BATTLE
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STAGE 1

PalmaDOGE is the new project which paves the way for a series of projects 
we will carry out in the next 3 years. With unlimited marketing budget & 
clearly roadmap, we will synchronize the features of traditional and new 
scheme. 

First time in your life, you will experience a new chain of features from 
Stake/Farm, NFT Game/Marketplace, Jackpot, Swapmarket , App, 
Launchpad, and finally Blockchain as the way DOGECoin did. 

STAGE 2

PalmaSwap will become Next-G with many 
outstanding feature.

Start at the middle of November, launching new NFT 
Market feature where everybody can freely trade 
their own design, fulfill your creativity and generate 
high profits.
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STAGE 3

PalmaLAND – we call it a special feature nowhere found in other 
projects will release on January 2022

Start with Child DOGE, you will use your NFT cards which owned to 
attack Zombies and get EXP & PalmaDOGE Coin

You can upgrade your DOGE and buy items to increase power

PalmaAPP & Blockchain. 

Start on June, 2022, we will make 

a detail introduction once 

PalmaAPP has been launched

STAGE 4
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20%
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(Lock 2 months)
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(Lock 4 months)
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(Unlock when PalmaAPP release)
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•Design & creation
•Team Building
•Initial Marketing
•5000 Telegram Members
•First Audit
•Token Tracker

•Pre-sale, launch and liquidity lock
•Listing on Coingecko
•Listing on Coin market cap
•Public Launch of Palma NFT Game
•Influencer marketing campaign
•Increase social channel numbers
•Listing on Cex

•Second Audit
•Onboard Influencers from Non English natives
•Listing on More Exchanges
•Memes campaign
•Content Creation Campaign
•Key partnerships

•Website Redesign
•Merch shop
•Team Expansion
•Charity donation to Africa and 
other 3rd world countries specifically
•Community meet up
•Intensify Marketing
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•- TG Announcement: https://t.me/PalmaDOGEAnn

•- TG Community: https://t.me/PalmaDOGEcoin

•- Twitter: https://twitter.com/palmadoge

•- Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/PalmaDOGE.Finance

•- Discord: https://discord.gg/xCmvZHf7um

•- Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12559019

•- Youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHA0mz5Htk2fN2FtZWBhe4Q

•- Bitcointalk: 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?action=profile;u=3366137;sa=showPosts

•- Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/palma.doge_finance/

•A highly active community is crucial for the success of Palma 
DOGE - that's  why the best & most active shillers are rewarded 
regularly in addition to  bounties that will be given out.
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With the further development of the Defi ecosystem across
multiple chains and protocols, Palma DOGE will remain committed
to developing a solid coin economic model for the $PALDOG token.
This includes being open to change and adopting new
developments that fit our specific use cases.



The information provided in this document does not constitute investment 
advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and 
you should not treat any of this document's content as such. The Palma 
DOGE token team does not recommend that any cryptocurrency should 
be bought, sold, or held by you. Do conduct your own due diligence and 
consult your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By 
purchasing $PALDOG, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or 
investment and you agree to hold the team blameless and not liable for 
any losses or taxes you may incur.  You also agree that the team is 
presenting the token “as is” and is not required to provide any support or 
services. Always make sure that you comply with your local laws and 
regulations before you make any purchase. Please note there are always 
risks associated with smart contracts.  Please use it at your own risk. Palma 
DOGE is not a registered broker, analyst, or investment advisor. Everything 
that we provide in this document is purely for guidance, informational and 
educational purposes. All information contained herein should be 
independently verified and confirmed. We do not accept any liability for 
any loss or damage whatsoever caused in reliance upon such information 
or services. Please be aware of the risks involved with any trading done in 
any financial market. Do not trade with money that you cannot afford to 
lose. When in doubt, you should consult a qualified financial advisor before 
making any investment decisions.

DISCLAIMER
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